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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the findings and discussion, it can be conclude that: 

1. In the practice of note taking skill, every student has their own 

strategies and methods. The strategies that frequently used by students 

from academic year 2017 are charting strategy, outlining strategy, 

sentences strategy and mapping strategy. The methods of note taking 

skill that commonly students use are classical method and digital 

method.  

2. The influences of note taking skill on each skill of English are: 

a) Speaking skill 

Note taking skill is a needed strategy and it helps students before 

speak in public such as for presentation to keep it organize neatly. 

b) Writing skill 

Note taking skill could make writing improve, especially when 

students often to paraphrase and synthesize. 

c) Reading skill 

Note taking skill helps students to memorize the material or quotes 

or moral value or anything that they could use in the future 

moment. 

d) Listening skill 

Note taking skill helps students to concentrate to speaker or audio, 

it also helps them to focus, and 

In generally the influence of note taking skill on English learning 

process are; it helps students more belief about their ability and makes 

them confident. Furthermore, because the students feel confident so 

they could give a good outcome for their English learning process. 

B. Suggestions 

Based on the discussion and conclusion, the researcher gives 

suggestions as below: 
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1. For the Students 

Students are suggested to be more realizing about their own 

learning strategy that could match with themselves. Note taking skill 

that discussed in this research is one of lots learning strategies and 

every learning strategy has benefit or influence. Moreover, if the 

students could find the strategies that could help them in learning 

process, it will be nice and effective.  

2. For Educators 

The educators are expected to use strategy and support their students in 

learning, includes students‟ learning strategy. Learning strategy refers 

to educational condition under which the students are most likely to 

learn. There are many kinds of learning strategy, and one of them is 

note taking skill. Whether students use note taking skill or another 

learning strategy, the educators must support them, so the learning 

process will be effective.  

3. For the Future Researcher 

We could said that in this research, the researcher just explore note 

taking, includes the practice and its influence on students‟ English 

learning process in general way. Thus, the researcher hopes and 

suggests that there will be future researcher that will explore more 

about note taking skill, by focusing on every note taking skill strategy, 

the effectiveness note taking skill method, or just exploring more 

deeper about note taking skill at one English skill. 

 




